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Abstract. The introduction of mathematical modelling concepts to assess sensor
performance is a necessary part of the graduate curriculum in remote sensing
science. In this way, the concepts of sensor design and performance assessment
under various imaging conditions can be best understood. In this paper, a graduate
class project is described in which a static performance model was used to predict
the minimum detectable temperature performance, the minimum resolvable
temperature performance and the recognition performance of scanning and staring
focal plane array (FPA) infrared imaging sensors with three different detector
materials. Different seasonal, atmospheric, cold shield angle, target-to-background
temperature contrast, bandpass and noise parameters were considered. Such
studies are highly labour-intensive and (as in this case) may involveseveral hundred
modelling runs. However, such projects provide a 'real world' experience for those
who will design, use and analyse the data from imaging sensors. We present this
paper as an approach to providing an in-depth understanding of sensor design
concepts and limitations.

I.

Introduction
The analysis of image forming systems has been studied by many workers. Some
have been interested in the number of line pairs/rum necessary to discriminate military
targets from background for given signal-to-clutter (SCR) ratios (e.g. Weathersby and
Schmieder 1984). Analytical studies have been performed by several groups. The work
of Johnson (1958) was useful but dealt with image intensifiers. This work was extended
by Ratches (1976) in developing the Night Vision Laboratories Static Performance
Model (NVLSPM) for thermal imaging systems. The NVLSPM is for thermal imaging
devices where performance is defined for static (non-time varying) parameters controlling detection, recognition and identification for a given system, atmosphere and target
as a function of range. The target, atmosphere, device and observer behaviour are
described by equations which result in prediction of system noise equivalent temperature difference (NE~T), minimum resolvable temperature difference (MRT) and
minimum detectable temperature difference (MDT). Detection and recognition are
then based on these quantities through algorithms using the required signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and empirical resolution criteria. The NVLSPM does not, however,
0143-1161/90 $3.00
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consider focal plane array (FPA) charged-coupled devices (CCD) in the form proposed
by Ratches et al. (1975) and Ratches (1976). It is designed for night vision devices, first
generation FURs, etc. The NVLSPM output assumes a TV monitor, viewed in realtime by an operator.
Discussion of models used to specify similar types of thermal imagers is set out in a
guide to preparing specifications for thermal imaging systems by a tri-service working
group under the sponsorship of the Joint Technical Coordinating Group-Thermal
Imaging Systems (JTCG-TIS). This is reported by Wood et al. (1976). Overington
(1976, 1982) has done a great deal of work on the psychophysiology and neurophysiology of human vision. He has put together a set of widely applicable conceptual models
of photopic visual performance. This suite of models is called ORACLE and the model
has been implemented not only on mainframe computers, but also on desk-tops
(Overington and Greenway 1987). Performance estimates have been considered
theoretically (Emmons 1977, Jamieson 1976). Studies have been reported of optimization of the spectral (electromagnetic wavelength) bandpasses and peak wavelengths for
infrared system optimum performance (Eldering 1964, Longshore et al. 1976).
Considerations have been given to optimizing images obtained from sensing devices.
For example, Fried (1981) and Fried and Williams (1977) have considered means of
correcting a sequence of images in order to enhance a target which may be moving,
using a method known as pseudoregistration. Fried and Williams (1977) have
considered clutter leakage approximations for staring mosaic sensors with simultaneous line-of-sight (LOS) drift and jitter. Such approximations are taken to apply
when LOS motion is a fraction of a pixel-per-frame time. These concepts have also
been pursued by Barry and Klop (1982) and Patterson et al. (1986). Overington and
Greenway (1987) discuss a method of edge detection, based upon the human eye,
which is capable of enabling sub-pixel (i.e. sub-resolution) detection accuracy, where
the receptors are hexagonal in shape of the focal plane.
Borg et al. (1986) describe an updated version of the Night Vision Laboratories
NVLSPM. The updated version was written for the US Army Missile Command
(MICOM) and is called MI2SPM (MICOM Infrared Imaging Systems Performance
Model). We shall concentrate here upon the sensor model, since this model has been
developed for FPAs as well as scanning sensors.
The sensor model must account for sensitivity and resolution of the system.
Sensitivity is related to noise. Sensor noise can be quantified by noise equivalent power
(NEP) and NE.1.T from mean background. The preferred measure is NE.1.T. NE.1.T
and the modulation transfer function (MTF) combine to determine the MDT or the
MRT. The MDT or MRTequations are used to represent the thermal imaging system,
depending upon whether the situation involves a resolved target image, allowing the
operator to recognize target features amidst background clutter (where MRT is the
criterion) or whether the detection of an unresolved hot spot against a uniform
background is required, in which case MDT is the criterion. The MDT and MRT
calculations in the MI2SPM follow the same principles as in the NVLSPM. For FPAs,
the user can specify the cold shield angle, quantum efficiency and detector mode
(photovoltaic or photoconductive) at the keyboard. The code calculates an ideal D*( T,
f) and scales it for cold shield angle, quantum efficiency and the detector mode.
In this paper, we describe a graduate class experiment in which the MI2SPM code
was used to compare scanning and staring sensors with different detector materials. We
shall describe the model according to the major modules into which the code is divided.
Modelling studies of this kind involve several hundred model runs and provide an
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excellent opportunity for advanced-level graduate students in remote sensing to obtain
in-depth understanding of the factors controlling sensor design and performance.

2. Use of the MI2SPM
The target module allows the user to specify a scene consistmg of a simple
rectangular target of uniform temperature with an average difference in temperature
from a constant temperature background. The radiance from this scene is then
propagated along a horizontal path through an assumed homogeneous atmosphere.
The atmosphere is defined according to the major aerosol composition (size and
distribution) by three specified atmospheric input values; air temperature, relative
humidity, and visibility. Here the absorbing atmosphere is defined by the temperature
and relative humidity and the scattering atmosphere by the visibility, a function
primarily of aerosol number density. A scattering and absorbing transmittance
parameter are separately computed for the defined atmosphere and the total
atmospheric transmittance is determined as the product of these separate components.
The baseline atmospheric model used for these predictions is TABLOW - a modified
version of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratories LOWTRAN 6 transmittance/path
radiance code. The NVLSPM operates along a horizontal path, which eliminates some
inaccuracies inherent in the layering concept present in the LOWTRAN 6 code. It
should be noted that LOWTRAN 6 and therefore TABLOW are single scattering
models. This infers that as energy is scattered from the beam between the target and the
sensor, energy is lost. No energy is allowed to be scattered back into the beam from
adjacent energy paths. However, empirical approximations within TABLOW do
provide improvement over LOWTRAN 6 in the calculation of path radiance.
Furthermore, no time-dependent variations in atmospheric transmission, target-tobackground radiance values or dispositions are considered. For this reason, the model
is referred to as a static performance model.
Once the contrast has been attenuated by the atmosphere by source attenuation
and by the addition of path radiance, the model predicts the transfer and noise
characteristics of the sensing system under consideration. The current version of the
MI2SPM code will allow either a conventional scanning sensor or an FPA CCO to be
simulated. The model predicts transfer characteristics according to an evaluation of
the MTF functions of the following system components; atmosphere, line-of-sitejitter,
optics, detector, system electronics, display, and/or the observer's eye. These components are accounted for when the sensing system is either a scanner or a FPA CCO. In
addition to these individual MTFs mentioned, in the case ofa FPA CCO the following
component MTFs are also included; FPA discrete sampling, charge transfer efficiency,
over-exposure, and image reconstruction. These components are cascaded together for
each spatial frequency according to
MTF,y"em = MTFatmo *MTFl.o.,*MTFoptics *... *MTFeye
This cascaded MTF function is used to define the effect of radiometric contrast
transfer efficiency through the specified system for each spatial frequency.
The noise characteristics of the sensing system are defined by the NE~ T of the
detector. NE~T is defined as the peak root-mean-squared (r.m.s) noise for a particular
electronic bandpass. This noise is due to excitation of electrons into the conduction
band of the semiconductor used for the detector due to thermal induced vibrations at
the molecular level. A noise power spectrum for the particular detector material can
also be defined as a function of frequency. The limiting noise for a sensing system can
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be specified as detector noise, shot noise or white noise. This choice will be made as a
function of the material from which the detector is made and the conditions of the
engagement being analysed.
Sensor parameters such as focallength,f-number, optical transmission, blur circle
diameter, instantaneous field-of-view (lFOV) in both the x- and y-directions for
individual detectors as well as the entire array (for linear arrays and FPAs), array size,
peak detectivity (D*( T,f)), spectral distribution of D* ( T,f), cold shield angle, frame
rate, overscan ratio and scan efficiency need to be defined for a scanning system. In the
case ofan FPA, the last three parameters above can be excluded and the following must
be defined; IFOV of the array in the x- and y-directions, x and y image reconstruction
filter frequencies to allow a continuous image to be reconstructed from the sampled
image, single detector charge transfer efficiency, the number of transfer gates, and the
detector readout time. These sensor parameters allow the model to predict the signal
level produced for a static, staring system. A wide range of detector materials can be
modelled provided that all the necessary detector specific parameters are definable.
Once the energy transfer is completed from the target through the atmosphere and
sensor, the model will predict the minimum detectable temperature and minimum
resolvable temperature as a function of target size and spatial frequency, respectively.
MDT for a system is defined as the minimum temperature difference that is necessary
for an observer (or electronic device) to be able to perceive a thermal target against its
background: different size square or round targets have different associated MDT
values. This quantity represents the threshold detection capability ofa system. MRT is
defined as the minimum difference in temperature needed to resolve a standard 4-bar
target with a 7: I aspect ratio oriented perpendicular to the scan line or to either axis of
an FPA CCD.
We shall first consider the detection situation where the target is distant, but hot,
such as an aircraft against a sky background. Here we use MDT as the detection
criterion. The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated using the MDT equation and varies
with the range of the target. The relationship between the signal-to-noise ratio and the
probability of detection is obtained from empirical data, such as that of Rosell and
Wilson (1974). A relationship between range and probability of detection is then
calculated for 'hot-spot' detection, in which the target is hot enough to make one IFOV
different from the background. Under these conditions, detection is a function of
signal-to-noise ratio and not the sensor's ground resolution.
A second situation is also considered, where the observer needs a small amount of
resolution to see edges or internal features to distinguish the target from background
clutter. Here, MRT is the criterion for target detection used to calculate the signal-tonoise ratio. The range is determined for various levels of probability of detection in the
same manner as for the case of 'hot-spot' detection.
Recognition is a higher-order discrimination problem: it is defined as the ability to
identify specific objects in a class of similar objects. The difficulty encountered in
recognition varies with the level ofdetail needed to make the above identifications. The
M 12SPM code uses the Johnson (1958) criteria as a means of measuring recognition
performance. A bar pattern is considered, based on the target's critical dimension and
difference in temperature from the background. The number of cycles to be resolved
across a target's critical dimension are computed and compared with the Johnson
criteria, so as to determine recognition probability. The 'critical' dimension is generally
taken to be the minimum dimension of a protected image of the target as seen by the
observer. Since a 'cycle' corresponds to a resolved dark element and an adjacent bright
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element, being able to resolve, for example, six elements across the target's critical
dimension (the Johnson criterion for 50 per cent probability of recognition) corresponds to three cycles across the target's critical angular subtense.
Recognition probability varies with range and atmospheric transmission.
Transmission effects will reduce the overall scene contrast and therefore reduce the
peak-to-peak radiance variations between the bars, as well as reducing their angular
separation, therefore reducing the probability of recognition. As with detection.
performance, recognition performance is calculated using the model in the X-, y- and
45-degree orientation directions of the sensor with the target.
The following section defines the target-sensor scenarios which were modelled for
this research. Two midwave infrared detector materials, indium antimonide, JnSb (a
photodetector) and plantinum silicide, PtSi (a Schottky-barrier diode), were used
along with a thermal infrared detector material, mercury--eadmium-teluride, HgCdTe.
The relative performance of these detector materials in scanning and staring (FPA)
sensors will be presented and compared in the results section.

Experimental approach
Evaluations were to be made of three detector materials; JnSb and PtSi in the
mid wave infrared (MWJR, 3·5-4· 3 JIm)and HgCdTe in the longwave infrared (LWJR,
10·0-12'5 JIm). These detector materials were used in the following sensor configurrations; JnSb in a scanner with a 16 element bank of detectors oriented perpendicular
to the scan direction and also as a 128 x 128 element staring FPA; PtSi as a staring
128 x 128 element FPA; and HgCd'Te as both a scanner with a 16-element bank of
detectors oriented perpendicular to the scan direction and as a staring 128 x 128
element FPA. Each of the five sensor configurations were presented with an identical
series of imaging scenarios and their detection and recognition performances evaluated
and compared. The imaging scenarios included a range of values for the following
parameters; season, aerosol composition, target-to-background temperature difference, NE,1.T for the particular sensor, cold shield angle and sensor bandpass.
The input deck for each run contains numerous card images for the PC-based
version of the MI2SPM used here (Davis, personal communication, 1988). All input
decks used in this study are available from the authors upon request. Each input card
image begins with a four-letter descriptor indicating the type of information defined.
Following the four-letter descriptor, the rest of the card is divided into a number of
fields. Each field specifies an input parameter for the program. The input deck is not
limited to one run: many different scenarios can be placed in a batch mode without
interactive user interface. The program contains default values for most input deck
parameters. The default values can be accepted if the user has no information referring
to the particular sensor/detector combination being modelled (these default values
correspond to a HgCdTe detector). 'Typical' detector data was obtained from the
literature and from Borg (personal communication, 1988).
For each of the three detectors and sensor types, the target size, background
temperature, visibility and the latitude of imaging were held constant. The independent
variables were season, aerosol composition, target-to-background temperature difference, NE,1.T, cold shield angle, and bandpass in terms of a lower and upper
wavelength. Range was computed for a 95 per cent or greater probability of detection
or recognition (conservative and optimistic cases were both considered).
The target simulated a T-65 tank viewed from the side; approximated by a 6·5 by
2·5 m rectangular target of constant temperature. The background temperature was set
3.
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at 20°C. The imaging occurred in a mid-latitude environment with a visibility of 13 km.
The seasonal variation was limited to summer and winter conditions while the aerosol
composition was limited to either rural or urban. The seasonal and aerosol values are
input parameters for TABLOW which computes environmental specifications based
on a collection of empirical data. The target-to-background temperature difference
allowed the probability of a target being distinguishable from its background to be
observed. The observed radiance at the sensor for a target and its background depends
upon the average temperature field present in the ground resolution cell. The values for
target-to-background temperature difference were set at 2·5°C, 5°C, 10°C, and 15°C.
Cold shield angle was taken to be 30° or the minimum angle subtended by the detector
array for each sensing system. Only one bandpass was modelled in the thermal infrared
region, 10·0 to 12·5Ilm. In the MWIR region, the radiation observed by a sensor is
both reflected and emitted. The 3·5 to 4· 31lm bandpass was treated as a whole as well as
two sub-intervals, 3·5 to 3·91lm and 3·9 to 4· 31lm. The band separation was carried out
in order to evaluate split band performance differences.
The comparison of the effects of each independent variable was carried out as
follows. For each sensing system, the mean of the four dependent range variables
mentioned previously was computed as a function of each of the independent imaging
parameters, season, aerosol, etc., for each bandpass. The difference in these mean
values for each dependent variable was checked for statistical significance at a
confidence level of 0·05. For the case where the independent variable took on only two
values, a two-sample student's r-test was used while for cases where the independent
variables took on three or more levels, a two-way analysis of variance was employed.
These results are presented graphically in the following section.

4. Results
The MI2SPM infrared modelling code was executed under a number of different
imaging conditions. Three detector materials; InSb, PtSi and HgCdTe were each
modelled in a 128 x 128 element staring FPA sensor. InSb and HgCdTe were also
modelled in a scanning device.
In order to perform a comparison of the detector materials and sensing configurations, six independent variables were modified in a systematic process. These
independent variables included target-to-background temperature difference (~T),
NE~T, season, aerosol composition, cold shield angle and bandpass (in the case of the
InSb and PtSi detector materials). The effect of these six parameters was observed on
four dependent variables. These quantities were the maximum 'ranges allowable to
maintain a 95 per cent confidence level of the near field-of-view MRT, and MDT and
both conservative and optimistic recognition performance.
The manner in which this data was analysed involved determination of the mean of
each of the dependent variables (ranges) as a function of the discrete values of the
independent variables. For example, the mean values for the four range variables was
found while the season variable was set as summer and also as winter. The averaging
involved many different values of range for which there was a number of different
combinations of the remaining five independent values. This will tend to indicate what
effect, if any, the parameter held constant presented to these range variables. In the
case where the independent variable was bi-valued, a two-sample student's r-test was
used to test for equality of the mean values at a confidence level of 0·95 (0( =0·05). In the
cases where the independent variable took on more than two values (e.g. for ~ Tand
bandpass), a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test ifall the means
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were equal (note that failure of this test means that at least one mean value was not
equal). The resulting means and statistical test results appear in the table. It should
be noticed that the column labelled t-test states the results of either the r-test or twoway ANOVA, whichever was applicable for the particular independent variable. An
'=' sign indicates that no significant difference due to the independent variable
existed at a 90 per cent confidence level while a '#' sign indicates that the variable did
have a significant effect.

Summary of range data obtained at 95 per cent probability of detection/recognition for the
following scenario parameters.
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Range (km) for detection/recognition at 95 per cent
probability
MRT
Season
InSb FPA

Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter

6·568
6·669
7·393
70406
6·117
6·250
2·988
3·592
2·779
2·828

Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural

6·604
6·633
7·393
70406
6·174
6·194
3·276
B04
2·803
2-803

3'5-3-9 I'm
3·9-4·3 I'm
3·5-4·3 I'm
InSb SCA
3'5-3'91,m
3·9-4,3 I'm
3,5-4·3 I'm
PtSi FPA
3'5-3-9 I'm
3·9-4·3 I'm
3'5-4,3 I'm
HgCdTe FPA IQ-12'5I'm
HgCdTeSCA IQ-12·5I'm

6·790
6·424
6·642
70418
7·381
?
6·382
5·948
6·223
3·290
2·803

InSb SCA
PtSi FPA
HgCdTe FPA
HgCdTeSCA
Aerosol
InSb FPA
InSb SCA
PtSi FPA
HgCdTe FPA
HgCdTe SCA
Bandpass
InSb FPA

r-test

"#
"#

"#
"#
"#

MDT

Recog.
Recog.
r-test conserv. r-test optim. r-test
1·743
1·745
1·870
1·870
1·700
1·708
1·050
1·090
0·720
0·720

2·302
2·302
2·550
2·550
2·23\
2·245
1·316
1·407
0·940
0·940

4·824
4·821
4·850
4·854
4·826
4·826
4·808
4·807
4·850
4·852

\·744
\·744
1·870
1·870
1·704
1·704
',070
1·070
0·720
0·720

2·302
2·302
2·550
2·550
2·236
2·240
1·362
1·362
0·940
0·940

4·822
4·819
4·825
4·849
4-854
?
4·827
4·824
4·828
4·807
4·851

1·754
1·732
1·745
1·870
1·870
?
1·723
1·684
1·704
1·070
0·720

4·821
4·823
4·851
4·852
4·826
4·827
4·829
4·785
4·847
4·855

"#

=, no significant difference at the 95 per cent confidence level.

if', significant difference at the 95 per cent confidence level.

"#

"#

2·326
2·278
2·303
2·550
2·250
?
2·265
2·208
2·243
1·362
0·940

"#

"#
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(table cont.)
Range (km) for detection/recognition at 95 per cent
probability
Recog.
MRT
Cold shield angle
InSb FPA

0·7'
30'
0·1'
30'
0·7'
30'
2·4'
30'
0·7'
30'

6·619
6·619
7-430
7·389
6·184
6·184
3·290
3·290
2·803
2·803

0'05'C
0'15'C
0'05'C
0'15'C
0'05'C
0'15'C
0'05'C
0'15'C
0'05'C
0'15'C

7·035
6·202
7·430
7·369
6·682
5·686
3·704
2-876
2·828
2·779

Target-to-background llT
InSb FPA
2·5'C
5'C
10'C
15'C
2·5'C
InSb SCA
5'C
IO'C
15'C
2·5'C
PtSi FPA
5'C
IO'C
15'C
2·5'C
HgCdTe FPA
5'C
10'C
15'C
2·5'C
HgCdTe SCA
5'C
IO'C
15'C

5-820
6·462
6·999
7·194
7·308
7-430
7-430
7-430
5·259
5·958
6·601
6·918
2·494
3·098
3·664
30905
2·718
2-815
2·840
2·840

InSb SCA
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PtSi FPA
HgCdTe FPA
HgCdTeSCA

NEIlT
InSb FPA
InSb SCA
PtSiFPA
HgCdTe FPA
HgCdTeSCA

I-test

MDT

4·822
4·822
4·853
4·851
4·826
4·826
4·807
4·807
4·851
4·851

#####-

#-

#-

#-

#-

#-

4·844
4·800
4·853
4·851
4·846
4·806
4·824
4·790
4·849
4·853

4·792
4·801
4·847
4·849
4·851
4·853
4·851
4·851
4·798
4-815
4·848
4·844
4·769
4·806
4·825
4·829
4·849
4·858
4·846
4·851

Recog.

r-test conserv. r-test optim. r-test
1·744
1·744
1·870
1·870
1·704
1·704
1·070
1·070
0·720
0·720

#-

##-

#-

#-

#-

1·770
]·718
1·870
1·870
1·758
1·650
1·170
0·970
0·720
0·720

1·683
1·753
],770
1·770
1·870
1·870
1·870
1·870
1·584
1·691
1·770
1·770
0·878
1-015
1,]58
1·230
0·720
0·720
0·720
0·720

=, no significant difference at the 95 per cent confidence level.
#-, significant difference at the 95 per cent confidence level.

2-302
2-302
2·550
2·550
2·238
2·238
1·362
1·362
0·940
0·940

#-

##-

#-

#-

#-

2·350
2·254
2·550
2·550
2·317
2·160
1·505
1·219
0·940
0·940

2·205
2·303
2·350
2·350
2·550
2'55<1
2·550
2·550
2·038
2·230
2·335
2·350
1·098
1·209
1·475
1·585
0·940
0·940
0·940
0·940

#-

##-

#-

#-

#-
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The data was then presented in a graphical format (see the figure). If a significant
difference existed between the mean range values obtained for the different levelsof the
independent variable under question, the data was plotted. Data which presented no
significant difference warranted no graphical analysis.
In looking at the graphical representations on the following pages and the table
observations can be made as to the effects induced by the independent variables. What
follows is a brief collection of observations made for each of the conditions. More
general conclusions will be drawn in the following section.
4.1 Tarqet-to-backqround A T
Range for MDT changed very little with differing values of ~ T Since MDT is
inherently a binary quantity, either a target is perceived as anomalous against the
background or it is not, once there is 95 per cent confidence that an anomaly exists,
then an increase in ~ T will not dramatically change the range at which this confidence
is achieved.
Range for MRT undergoes quite a dramatic change with ~ T. The reason for this is
that the range at which a 4-bar target with 7: I aspect ratio can be resolved increases as
the contrast of the bar target increases. The greater the value of ~ T, the greater the
modulation between the bars and the spaces, therefore the range at which the target
can be resolved with 95 per cent confidence also increases.
Recognition at 95 per cent confidence undergoes little change with ~ T. At the point
where there is a sufficient number of cycles across the target with sufficient contrast to
achieve recognition according to the Johnson criteria, an increase in this contrast level
will not allow the target to be resolved at greater ranges since it is the number of cycles
across the target that is the driving factor for recognition performance. This result
indicates that the ~ T parameter defined for this effort is sufficient to allow the sensor
to operate near its theoretical resolution limit.
The largest effect induced by a change in this variable was MRT for FPAs. This
same effect was relatively small on the scanning geometries. In all cases where a
significant difference did exist in the dependent variables, the InSb detector material
provided a greater range than the PtSi material.
4.2. NE.1T
An increase in NE~T results from an increase in the noise of the sensor. This
increase in noise level provided a significant decrease in the range at which detection or
recognition occurred at the 95 per cent probability level for all sensors with the
exception of the InSb and HgCdTe scanners. With a scanning system, the noise due to
the short integration time (consisted ofdark noise, shot noise, etc.) dominates over any
differences provided by the O' I°C change in NE~T which was simulated in this
research. Perhaps a larger change (from O'05°C to O·15°q in NE~T would provide a
significant effect for these scanning systems.
MRTwas the most affected by NE~Tofthe four range variables. Approximately a
I km change in range resulted for all the FPA sensors (increased NE~T resulted in a
decreased range at which detection occurred at the 95 per cent probability level). This
occurs since the low-level modulation, particularly at high spatial frequencies, becomes
masked by the increase in noise.
MDT is less affected by NE~T since noise superimposed on a uniform target
against a uniform background will still result in a difference in the r.m.s. level of the
target and background fields. Only when MDT approaches four times the level of
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NE~ T will the value ofNE~T become a problem (since a signal-to-noise level offour is
the criterion for detection with a 95 per cent probability of being correct).
Recognition is dominated by the spatial distribution of contrast boundaries and
therefore a sufficiently low value ofNE~T is required to discriminate these boundaries
so as to be able to achieve recognition.

4.3. Bandpass
The bandpass was only changed with midwave IR sensors. The bandpass 3·5 to
4·4Jlm was used as were two sub-intervals, 3·5 to 3·9 and 3·9 to 4·3Jlm. These split
bands provided a significant difference in MRT for both conservative and optimistic
recognition performance. The reason for this difference was the dramatic change in
resolved energy in these two bandpasses. The 3·5 to 3·9 Jlm bandpass records a higher
reflected energy component than the 3·9 to 4·3 Jlm bandpass. This led to the increase in
the range at which detection at the 95 per cent probability occurred for these variables.
The most significant effect resulted in the MRT range for the FPAs. Approximately
a O' 5 km difference in the range at which detection could be expected with a 95 per cent
probability resulted from the change in bandpass with the 3·5 to 3·9 Jlm bandpass
resulting in the best performance. The 3·5 to 4·3 Jlm bandpass yielded, as would be
expected, results which fell amidst the two sub-divisions of this bandpass.
4.4. Season
The effect which resulted from a change in season (winter and summer) on the
HgCdTe FPA and scanning sensors was very small (the difference most likely
occurring as a result of the cooler winter air contributing less to the path radiance).
This seasonal change resulted in a 0·5 km change in range for 95 percent probability of
detection for the FPA while the change observed for the HgCdTe scanning system was
an order of magnitude less. Season could have a greater effect if the model included
interactions of the surrounding environment with the target and background (i.e,
convective cooling, wind effects, etc.).
4.5. Aerosol
This independent variable had no effect on the ranges computed. The visibility was
held constant throughout this study at J 3 km and the relative humidity did not change.
Therefore it can be observed that the different aerosol constituents in an urban and
rural atmosphere had no effect on the performance of the systems.
4.6. Cold shield angle
This variable also had no effect on the ranges determined. The values for cold shield
angle which were used consisted of a value which was slightly larger than the
acceptance angle of the sensor as well as a value which was significantly larger. Since
neither of these angles impinged on the incoming signal, it is not surprising that no
effect was observed. With the much larger cold shield angle, one might expect that stray
radiation may playa role in affecting the quality of the image, however this was not
indicated by our study. In effect, cold shield angle modifies D* as D*' = (D*(sin 0 where
, is the cold shield half-angle.
5.

Conclusions
The M l2SPM model demonstrated a number of factors which must be taken into
consideration when dealing with a thermal infrared imaging system. The correlations
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between the independent variables and the resulting range data calculated from them
for 95 per cent probability of detection and recognition varied between the detector
materials, [nSb, PtSi, and HgCdTe, and with sensor geometry (FPA or scanner).
Although no definitive statement can be made from the test scenarios about all thermal
infrared imaging systems, specificobservations revealed a number of factors important
for consideration.
Of the six independent variables, two of these-aerosol characteristic for the
scenarios modelled and cold shield angle-showed little or no effect upon the ranges
for 95 per cent detection and recognition probability. However, only urban and rural
scenarios were considered; had a marine environment been considered it would be
expected that a change would have been seen. Aerosol characteristics for this example
are based upon typical mid-latitude urban and rural values. Seasonal variation caused
some changes in detection and recognition probability. Both the season and aerosol
type are inputs into the transmission model. Since the visibility for all scenarios
remained the same, any increase in the amount of aerosols within a given bandpass
would not affect the performance. Cold shield angle is the limiting aperture for
detector. The simulated scenarios used cold shield angles which were always larger
than the acceptance angle of the detector. Since all the detector elements in both cases
were fully illuminated, the results did not differ.
Two interesting outcomes are noticed. First, the scanner systems were less sensitive
to the changes in the independent variables than the FPA systems. For a scanner using
the same material as an FPA no difference in range performance was perceived
between these sensors in the t-test analysis for detection or for conservative and
optimistic target recognition performance. Secondly, the only difference in the results
between the conservative and optimistic recognition performance was an increase in
range and not a variation among these recognition parameters as determined by the ttest analysis.
The seasonal variation affected only the thermal detector, HgCdTe, not the MWIR
detectors. Seasonal variation is an input into the transmission model. The winter
scenarios resulted in greater ranges for 95 per cent detection and recognition
probability in all comparisons. However, in both seasons, background temperature
was held constant at 20°C. Since colder air contributes less path radiance and hence has
a less degrading effect on contrast, these results are not unreasonable. Therefore, it
appears that detection and recognition performance is inversely proportional to air
temperature.
The bandpass was divided into two in the MWIR region: the band passes
considered were 3·5--4·3 Ilm, 3,5-3·9 Ilm and 3·9--4·3 Ilm. It was hypothesized that the
different proportions of emitted and reflected radiance in the different bandpass
regions could be used as a discriminator. The longer wavelength bandpass (3'9--4· 3 Ilm)
exhibited a longer range for 95 per cent confidence in discriminating MDT and M RT,
for both conservative and optimistic recognition.
NE~ T affected the performance of FPAs for all detectors, but affected the scanners
only in detection performance based upon the MRT criterion. The NE~T varies
inversely with dwell time, detector area and directly with the objective f-number.
Therefore, as the NE~T increases, the detection performance will decrease due to the
fact that the signal-to-noise ratio will decrease so the target will be less distinguishable
from the background.
As for investigations involving changes in NE~T, the impact on detection and
recognition performance of target- to-background temperature difference will be based
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on the sensitivity of the system to discriminate an anomaly from noise. The greater the
target-to-background temperature, the better the detection performance.
A final, and most important point is that a project of this nature is helpful to
graduate students in so far as they gain insight into the entire remote sensing system.
This includes an understanding of all those factors modulating the spatial frequencies
and electromagnetic wavelength characteristics of the upwelling radiance field, and of
the impact of these factors on the detection and recognition performance ofan infrared
imaging sensor. It is recommended that such studies be included in graduate
curriculum for students of remote sensing science.
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